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Abstract: The hyperspectral data compression framework 

to well investigate various compression models is 

presented. Results received with arithmetic coder and 

various predictors are adduced. For complexness and 

performance comparison there are given results obtained 

using widespread codecs such as the 7-Zip, GZip, BZip2, 

LZMA. As a test data the Maine frame set from the 

AVIRIS freely available data was used. The received 

results testify the efficiency of the proposed framework in 

comparison with some alternative lossless compression 

algorithms. 
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1. INTRODUCTION  

Remote sensing is a method of acquisition of infor-

mation about objects or areas without making physical 

contact with them. To acquire information, the specialized 

film-equipment is mounted on board of the satellite or the 

plane, flying over the target area. The equipment fixes 

reflected radiation from Earth surface in various spectral 

bands, and then converts it into digital form for transmis-

sion obtained data to the processing station.  

Operating range of wavelengths of the remote sensing 

process is determined by specific problem facing the mis-

sion. There are systems dealing with radiation from mi-

crometers (visible optical) to meters (radio wave). Multi-

spectral systems usually operate within several non-over-

lapped spectral bands while hyperspectral ones treat with 

hundreds adjacent narrow bands.  

Multispectral systems are well studied and are pre-

sented by a wide range of the image-making equipment 

producing most the bunch of VNIR (Visual and Near In-

fra-Red) and panchromatic data (IKONOS, Rapid Eye, 

etc.). Composition and characteristics of specific spectral 

bands are defined by particular task.  

Hyperspectral equipment usually covers all the spec-

tral area in a continuous manner regardless of whether or 

not specific spectral band is required. The result is multi-

ple data volume to be transmitted to the Earth through the 

radio link. For example, data of AVIRIS spectrometer [1] 

which are freely available and are used in the research 

purposes has the following characteristics: 224 spectral 

channels (samples per pixel), 677 pixels’ image width, 

and 12 bits per sample that, generally, leads to more than 

222 Kb for one scan-line of image. Taking into account 

that areas of the interest ranges along up to thousand scan-

lines we need to transmit about 200 Mb of target data 

which can be grown up more than twice using error cor-

rection coding system. On the other hand, there are essen-

tial power limits which are discouraging the use compli-

cated onboard processing the data being obtained. All 

aforesaid imposes certain limitations to compression algo-

rithms and their onboard implementations. 

2. FOURIER TRANSFORM IMAGING 

SPECTROMETER  

There are some approaches to form the hyperspectral 

response for single pixel of image. Classical solution is 

using the prizm or diffraction grating with swinging mir-

ror scanning along row and orbital movement as column 

directions. Particular kind of hyperspectral equipment is 

the Fourier Transform Imaging Spectrometer (FTIS) 

based on any interferometer, for example, Sagnac one [2]. 

Unlike equipment fulfilling direct spectral measurements 

FTIS outcome is interferogram that requires special pro-

cessing to obtain the same spectral image cube with 

dimensions equal to rows × cols × spectral response. That 

special processing is one of Fourier transforms, e.g. 

cosine one. There are two approaches – to transmit raw 

FTIS data over radio link and fulfill Fourier transform on 

receiver side, and fulfill Fourier transform onboard and 

transmit ready spectral data. Our work with respect to 

FTIS deal with the first case – raw data are compressed 

and transmitted; all remaining work is fulfilled by 

receiver.  
 

 
Fig.1 – Sagnac interferometer.  

 

To test the compression algorithms some technique of 

synthesis of Fourier interferograms from AVIRIS hyper-

spectral data has been developed. Modulation function 

shown in fig. 2 is formed on the basis of real data or is 

synthesized mathematically: 
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jiu ,  and 
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of the initial and modulated cubes, respectively; 
kvmax  – 

the maximum value in a layer k ; km  – the maximum 
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element in a layer k ; 
maxm  – maximum element of all 

cube. The received value is rounded up to closest integer 

number. 
 

 
Fig.2 – Modulation function sample. 

 
 

3. FEATURES OF HYPERSPECTRAL DATA 

The carried-out analysis of freely available hyper-

spectral data allows us to specify the following 

features [3]: 

– inter-channel correlation approaches the unit. Varia-

tion of spectral correlation of channel 117 of Yellowstone 

data in relation to all other channels is given in fig. 3; 

 
Fig.3 – Spectral correlation. 

 

 
Fig.4 – Spatial correlation.  

– strong spatial correlation. Variation of spatial corre-

lation for Yellowstone data is presented in fig. 4. At the 

same time analysis [3] shows that spectral correlation ob-

viously even stronger. 

– in spite of strong spectral correlation, there are 

channels the correlation with them approaches the zero 

[3]. As a rule, it is concerned with weather conditions (for 

example, the part of long-wave infrared radiation is 

absorbed by water vapors and carbon dioxide, if the 

spectrometer covers that range of wavelengths – so called 

"hollows" can be observed). 

Spectral (2) and spatial (3) correlations were 

calculated using [4]: 
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where kkjikji xxx  ,,,,
~

, kjix ,,  – value of pixel with 

coordinates ),( ji  in the spatial slice of the channel k , 

kx  – a population mean in the channel k , M  and N  – 

width and height of the channel in spatial area. 

4. HYPERSPECTRAL DATA COMPRESSION 

FRAMEWORK  

Taking into account all the above mentioned hyper-

spectral data features the framework of compression sys-

tem was developed is presented on fig. 5. 

The input of compression system is set of m  spectral 

channels. The number m  depends on computing re-

sources and operating memory size available. Total num-

ber of spectral channels is usually great so it is recom-

mended to process 20-25 spectral frames at a time if com-

puter characteristics allow. The advantage of such the 

grouping the spectral frames is an opportunity to process 

each spectral bundle simultaneously, thus, reducing total 

time of processing. However, it is not recommended to 

choose the bundle size too small because of raising the 

key-frame number (one frame of every bundle is using as 

key-frame). 

The preprocessing stage is a wavelet-decomposition as 

an option. This allows us to reduce redundancy of data in 

spatial area and appends the ability to control the com-

pression process if lossy compression is selected.  

One of following approaches can be used to reduce 

the inter-channel correlation: 

– prediction in spectral area; 

– subtraction of the neighboring cannels. 

Studying the algorithms of a prediction did not reveal 

any advantages in comparison with neighboring cannel 

subtraction. At the same time hardware implementation of 

the second approach is significantly simpler. As 

algorithms of a prediction the simple methods were used 

on area 2х2 pixels – an arithmetic average predictor and 

the median one. 

One of widely used in data compression method is re-

arrangement of bit planes which generally allows us to get 

more uniform and convenient for arithmetic coding 

process sequence when using together with context mod-
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eling. In spite of the algorithms of context modeling are 

well established in compression 2D-data, the algorithms 

showing good results in 3D-data compression are not re-

vealed.   
 

  
Final stage of the presented framework is arithmetic 

coding which represents the method allowing to lossless 

pack the incoming symbols given that distribution of their 

cumulative frequencies is known. When using 3D-rear-

rangement of bit planes across the entire hyperspectral 

cube the binary version of the arithmetic coder has to be 

used. 

5. TESTING THE FRAMEWORK 

The hyperspectral data compression framework pre-

sented in fig. 5 is thoroughly under investigation at now. 

The last results received when testing the abovementioned 

framework with arithmetic coder and various predictors 

are presented in tab. 1. For complectness and performance 

comparison there are given results obtained using wide-

spread codecs such as the 7-Zip, GZip, BZip2, LZMA). 

As a test data the Maine frame set from the AVIRIS 

freely available data was used: 

– spatial resolution – 680х512 pixels; 

– number of spectral layers – 224; 

– radiometric resolution – 12 bits; 

– total data volume – 114 240 kilobytes. 

Table 1. Test results 

Compression algorithm 
Maine 

AVIRIS 

Arithmetic coder (wavelet decomposition) 3,04 

Arithmetic coder (median predictor) 3,00 

7-Zip codec 2,95 

GZip codec 2,85 

BZip2 codec 2,82 

LZMA codec 2,95 
 

The following restrictions were imposed on the 

framework: 

– wavelet decomposition – the optimized Haar's loss-

less version; 

– bit plane 3D-rearrangement was not used (till under 

research). 

6. CONCLUSION 

The received results testify the efficiency of the pro-

posed framework in comparison with some alternative 

lossless compression algorithms. The offered operation 

sequence is mathematically simple and does not demand 

essential computing resources that allow us to apply pro-

posed algorithms onboard the aircraft. 

In prospect it is expected to: 

– explore various versions of wavelet-decompositions; 

– extend the test set by other AVIRIS, LANDSAT, 

and SPOT-4 data); 

– to develop sheer 3D-version of bit-plan context 

model and arithmetic coder for genuine hyperspectral and 

FTIS data. 
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